
RUSTED GOLD

EXT. Rust tinted landscape near abandoned warehouses

It's peaceful across the land but this changes as a blur of
gold slams clumsily into the ground. This is ENBRUM a large
gold colored mechanical man, in need to overcome his own
weaknesses or be doomed to be destroyed repeatedly for the
rest of his existence. He rises from the scrap with several
dents.He seems confused, and lost as he gazes through the
landscape.

ENBRUM
Where am I ?

He continues to look around, he notices above him something
floating on cobalt jet boots. MALEFEC is a mechanical man
similar to Enbrum, but looks somewhat sharper bearing a
giant M on his chest.

ENBRUM
Malefec...(whispers to himself)

Enbrum shoots up in the air to be even with Malefec. The two
are hovering, their eyes are locked. Malefec breaks the
silence.

MALEFEC
Well if it isn't Enbrum !

Enbrum glares at Malefec, Malefec staring back. Enbrum
rushes towards Malefec shouting.

ENBRUM
AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH

Malefec dodges out of the way of the attack.

ENBRUM
Why is Malefec always beating me he
isn't bigger, faster or smarter than
me? (asks himself)

They are still fighting and Enbrum is still getting beat by
his enemy.Enbrum tries to close the gap. Enbrum tries to
attack, but he misses and Malefec twists his leg around
catching Enbrum's face, sending him to the spiraling to the
ground. Enbrum crashes through a rusted warehous. He
recovers, sitting up on the ground, frustrated.

ENBRUM
He isn't any stronger, faster, or
smarter than me. We are nearly
identical, so why is Malefec always
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winning? (whispering to himself)

He puts his hand on the ground, he picks up a gold trophy.
He angrily throws it across the warehous. He then notices
Malefec crashing through the ceiling then lands to the
ground right next to Enbrum.

MALEFEC
What are you doing down here, Enbrum
?

Enbrum looks at him before he decides to stand up and charge
towards him. He throws a punch only to miss and receive a
knee to the stomach. Malefec bends down picking him up by
the leg with one arm.

MALEFEC
You are no match for me !

He throws him sending him crashing outside of the building.

ENBRUM
Why why is this happening? Why is he
winning when we're the same model?
(shouts as he crashes)

Enbrum stands up noticing a child's drawing stuck to his
foot.

ENBRUM
This is mine(whispering to himself)

As he wipes the dust off him. Malefec peers through the hole
in the wall before strutting out. In his he holds a gold
trophy. It seemed impossibly large. Malefec rises into the
air gently.Malefecs armor is changing from silver to gold,
and Enbrums armor was starting to lose its color to bronze
before it started to rust and cracking.

MALEFEC
You're not even in the rankings,
brother.

Malefec's trophy seems to be three times bigger than either
of them, as he holds it over Enbrum. Enbrum is paralyzed
with fear. Malefec releases the trophy allowing it to freely
plummet on Enbrum. Before the trophy can crush him, he
awakens. He is no longer Enbrum, he's just Jack. He sits up
breathing heavily. He looks at his twin brother's bed seeing
all of his trophies on the shelf, he then looks back at his
own shelf that is covered in fantasy novels. He scowls
before pulling the covers over his head again.
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